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WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 1940

> ODDS and ENDS Rollins Ready to Trek On Council Breezes
Down to Miami for Big Game Through Business
To Aid Willkie

Soojt Little by little, the war is moving
.bin on Rollins. The planes dip over: ft(head, men in neat khaki uniforms
Natjjride and stride nonchalantly about
hit the campus and the chapel ushers
Itjjiave a new martial rigidity and
i? elan as they wheel smartly about
lie ^lfter the offertory. When they
start to goose-step down the aisle,
When we'll know it's time to pull
JUip stakes and move on to the Ever-

International
Relations Club
Meets Thursday

%Of course, Leftenant Honaas' little
rstjband of martinets will probably
iascfomprise the crack Rollins drill
i finit, come M. Day. In fact, we
3d heard of one freshman who swears
er,he has a place waiting in the choir
rtijpnd he can't sing the scale. Seems
aljie was big stuff in a military acaBpdemy and Chris is grooming him
Jfor lead off man on that intricate
y :oming out shift.
Bud Bryson, Reedy Talton and
Bob Steinfeldt went along with
3]pete Crawford to the rifle range
Saturday afternoon, ready to shine
ap on their own little bit towards
VKational Defense, Pete used his
awn gun and borrowed Bob Matt h e w s ' for the boys. He leaned
5>ack nonchalantly and plugged a
['lew through a tin can at 80 yards,
3 h e n stood by with a superior air,
while Buddy and the others tried
*Jn vain to even hit the post. On the
l a s t five shells they did a little
"^checking up and found the gun
sights were more than a little out
"of line, whereupon Bryson, aiming
"six inches to the left and one foot
rbelow his intended target, blew it
"'into bits. After that they all drew
l o t s to see who'd get to toss Crawlord up in the air for the other's
pop at.
jj Bob Ruse may not have the
rtieatest fivc-by-five room in the
Sigma Nu house, but it's the most
-complete. Somewhere in the tiny
Bpaoo he's stored a small arsenal,
a few books, clothes, boots, furniture, half a motorcycle, one bookend, two Petty drawings, a copy
of "The Way of All Flesh," and
a full-fledged dark room. He's
ding a music room and bar next
week.
One of life's minor mysteries has
been solved, or at least rather
logically explained. We couldn't
figure out why Dave McCreery
variably appears in an Ascot, but
another of the Ascot-eers dismi:
ed our bewilderment with an airy
insouciance. "Nothing vey puzzling
about that," he chortled. "The
guy's Adam's apple looks like s
dowager's bust!" Dick Wesson.
Frank Bowes and Fagin Barber,
please note!
We received a rude shock one
day last week when we saw an unmistakably familiar goateed countenance staring at us from behind
the steering wheel of a sombre
black Buick. A check up confirmed
the disturbing impression; it WAS
Dean Enyart.
l
We realized with a start that the
orld situation must indeed be
jetting grave if it had caused even
the Dean to forego his dreamy
:reamy job for the dull blackness
)f the new car, but putting it down
is just another manifestation of
the pressure of current events,
Ke went along, a Ilittle shaken up,
fOM understand, but still with a
fThumb's Up" attitude. However,
Le're happy to report it was just a
bassing fancy. The Dean broke
>ut in a brand new 1941 Buick
•ecently and it glistens and sparkles
n the approved Enyartian manner,
.his one isn't yellow, it's a sort
if metallic gray; veddy, veddy ulT-uItra. He won't tell us how fast
t will go yet; that report comes
ifter the Miami trip!

^

If you liked last week's full
page of Rollins sports stars* pictures, give the Orlando Reporter-Star a vote of thanks.
Through the splendid cooperation of both the Reporter-Star
and the Sentinel, we're able to
give our readers more pictures
than ever before. Last week's
fine feature was directly due to
the
Reporter-Star's
helping
hand; they ran the page on the
preceding Saturday, lent it to us
on Wednesday.

Formation of American Club
To Be Discussed at
Initial Meeting
The first supper meeting of the
International Relations Club will be
held in the Phi Delta Theta house
tomorrow night at 6:30 P. M. Plans
for the formation of an "American
Club" will be discussed.
The club was organized during
the year 1926-1927, under the auspices of the Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace, and has
since tried to bring to its members
various viewpoints on international
affairs, and to create interest and
good will among all nations.
Drawing from the foreign students at Rollins, the Club has attempted to get a background and
an understanding of the respective
students' countries. Members of
the faculty and outside visitors
have been most generous in giving
their time to lead various discussions at the meetings. For the past
several years with Professor Trowbridge former professor of religion
at Rollins, as its faculty advisor,
the club has promoted keen interest in its discussions and work,
and has grown to be one of the
outstanding organizations on campus.
Through the connection of the
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace the club receives current literature and excellent books
on related subjects.
All students of the college are invited to participate in the meeting and its discussion.

T a r s I n v a d e H u r r i c a n e - l a n d in
S e a r c h of S. I . A . A . a n d
State Honors

The greatest mass movement of
Rollins football fans in the college's
history will start Friday morning
as faculty, students and friends
head south to Miami. This year
the Blue and Gold has a better
than even chance of trimming its
down-state rival and no one wants
to miss Friday night's game in the
Orange Bowl.
Emerging from the Appalachian
slaughter with little more than a
few superficial bruises, the Tars
have a chance of being favorites for
the first time, as the Hurricanes
received a severe 64-14 drubbing at
the hands of Texas Tech on the
same night.
Boasting a well balanced team,
which has proved itself both
tricky and hard hitting on the offense and devastating on the defense, Jack McDowall however is
not by any means underestimating
the prowess of the Hurricanes and
their two classy backs, Terry Foxx
and Bill Steiner, who before the
game is over will more than test
the mettle of the Tar defense. This
will be an "all out" game for both
teams and thanks to the ease with
which Appalachian fell last week,
the new Tar defense still remains a
mystery. The Rollins fans can also
count on seeing their team unlimber some new forms of the now
famous McDowall razzle-dazzle.

This game means more than just
the state title to Rollins as at present the Blue and Gold is leading the
S. I. A. A. with three wins and no
losses and a win over the Miamians
would give the little Winter Park
school undisputed claim to the coveted S. I. A. A. title as well as the
state crown.
Added to this a victory over Miami would force the powers that be
in the sporting world of this state
to raise a cry that couldn't be denied for a Rollins-Florida championship game. For years the
Gainesville college has found one
reason after another for not playing Rollins but if Miami is downed,
matter how great Florida's fear
First Vespers Program no
of being upset by the Tars is, they
In Chapel Tonight 7:30 won't dare ignore the clamor of the
sport-loving Florida fans for a football classic that would pit the two
Regular Vespers are to start outstanding teams in the s
tonight at 7:30 P. M. A soloist against each other.
will be chosen for each program
from the conservatory faculty, advanced conservatory students, or
an outside artist. In addition to soloists Mr. Siewert hopes to get
some visiting organists for the programs. Some of the outstanding
Pauline Betz, titian-haired Rol
organists on his list are: Dr. Frank lins co-ed added the Tampa Terrace
Asper, of Salt Lake City, who is on Invitational Tournament to her
the radio every Sunday morning; long string of net conquests. She
Dorothy Walker Wallace, a gradu- downed no less a person that Mrs.
ate of Oberlin, and Walter Kimble, Marta Barnett Andrade of Miami,
a graduate of Rollins and the Uni- who is the present National
versity of Michigan.
Womens Public Court's champion.
The soloist for tonight is Dr. RuAlthough she was pressed a t
dolph Fischer, from Basle, Switzer- times, the base line drives of Paulland, a member of the Rollins fac- ine were two much for the Miami
ulty. Some of the numbers on the woman and the latter succumbed
program are: "Come Autumn to her opponent's powerful drives
Time" — Sowerby; "Andante" — 6-3, 6-4.
Bach; "Divertissement" — Vierne;
This was the first victory for
"Overture Solennelee" — (1812) Pauline since she donned the blue
Tschaikowski.
and gold of Rollins. Although it
Mrs. Emily Dougherty will ac- was just a routine tournament for
company Dr. Fischer's cello, in the the former national indoors champ,
program, which should last forty- pushed hard several times and was
forced to 6-4 on seve
five minutes.

Betz Downs National
Women's Public Court
Champion At Tampa

peculiar code-jargon failed to
throw us off the trail, and before
you could say "Ruthsonflaglerstreet" we had discovered ALL.
Of course they had changed their
training schedule somewhat, that
was the first thing we noticed. In
place of abstaining from wine,
women and song, they are giving
up mandrake juice, CHINESE women, and Bach chorales.
Finally after some small talk
about Schopenhauer, a bit of chitchat about the international situation, a few remarks about new
books and poetry, Jack Myers
spoke right up. "Fellows", he said,
"I hope you're all going to be in
shape for that dance on the sixteenth of November."
Well, there's your story! We've
scooped the Volkischer-Beobachter

(Complete Campus Coverage)

Kappas Gain Repeat Victory
In Theta Alpha Phi Contest;
Lambda Chis Win For Men

Slightly influenced by the prospects of a Willkie parade, members
of the Student Council passed
through all necessary business MonPat Pritchard, Jack Campbell
day night with a rapidity that
I Receive Individual Awards;
would have permanently discour|
K. A.'s, Pi Phis Second
aged the most persistent filibusterer.
The athletic awards budget was
presented, showing last year's allowance, last year's actual costs,
and the amount requested for the
preesnt year. The Student AssociJ When the last candle had been
ation allowed $400 for the year
snuffed, the last villain hissed, the
1939-1940, but the actual costs
last clever quip passed into limbo
were $437.99. This year the Ath| and the final curtain drawn togethletic Department asks for an allower Friday night at the Fred Stone
ance of $450. This budget, which
Laboratory Theatre, Judges Howincludes athletic keys, and awards
ard Bailey, Donald Allen and Harry
for baseball, basketball, crew, foot| Pierce assembled in the green room
ball, fencing, golf, tennis, and
and awarded the Theta Alpha Phi
swimming, was accepted.
dramatics trophies to Kappa Kappa
Gamma and Lambda Chi Alpha.
The cheer leading budget was
For the Kappas the victory was
next presented.
This included
doubly sweet, for the talented
cleaning bills, gas, and lodging for
Patricia Pritchard received the inout-of-town games. Last year's
dividual honors in the women's
appropriation was $60, and this
division. It was the second straight
year's grant is again $60.
win for the victors, whose presenThe amendment concerning the
tation of "The Women" last year
freshman elections was passed
won the initial cup. This year's
unanimously. According to this
scenes from "Stage Door" were up
amendment, voting will be by balto the same standard of excellence,
lot, and the officers will be elected
with student director Charlottes
by a majority of the quorum presStout in line for plaudits.
ent. Thus the riotous elections of
Dave Wike, elusive University of Miami wingback. Dave is a triple
the past will be eliminated.
Sharing top honors with Miss
At the request of Dr. Holt, a new threater with his passing, kicking and passing. He is shown here start- Pritchard was Jack Campbell, Sigma Nu, whose fine performance as
student committeee was formed, ing on one of his long dashes down the gridiron.
the terrified soldier in "Journey's
similar in duty to the existing StuEnd" won him the approving nods
dent-Faculty Discipline Committee.
of the judges and audience. Both
It consists of one senior man and
award winners had played toone senior woman, both of whom
gether in summer stock during the
are in the upper division. Those
past summer.
elected to fulfill these positions
are Ted Pitman and Betty de Giers.
"No Curtain Calls," Lambda Chi
The meeting was adjourned, oddgraduates to secure positions in Alpha's timely drama directed by
Dick Kelly, received the unanily enough, just in time for the par- George W. Waddell Appointed their chosen fields.
A member of the 1938 graduat- mus approval of the judges for the
To Key Position to Maintain
class, Waddell was prominent men's division; scoring largely on
Contacts With Graduates ing
in campus affairs throughout his its smoothness and audibility. Last
college career, serving as presi- year's winners, the Independent
Men, did not enter.
Representatives of Rollins Col dent of the student body in his
Second place honors among the
senior
year. He was a member of
lege alumni clubs throughout the
sororities
went to the Pi Phis, and
Omicron Delta Kappa, Zeta Alpha
country arrived on the campus here Epsilon, the Rollins Key Society, third place to Gamma Phi Beta.
Saturday for a two-day conference the Phi Society, "R" Club, and Phi Kappa Alpha rated second among
with George W. Waddell, of Green- Delta Theta fraternity. He was the fraternities, with Sigma Nu
third. Individual student actors
field, O., newly-appointed alumni also a member of the Rollins var"Southern Speed Upsets Northern field secretary, Mrs. Rodman J. sity crew for three years and the given honorable mention were:
holder of the the Rollins semi-cen- Barbara Brown, Priscilla Parker,
Beef", said the Miami paper head
lines Saturday morning, referring Lehman, alumni secretary, and of- tennial honor scholarship. Since Jeanne Dominick, Dudley Darling,
his graduation, he has been asso- Jess Gregg, Jack Ruth, Carrow
to the flying feet and swinging ficials of the college.
Tolson and Frank Bowes.
hips of Quentin Bittle and Sammy
Throughout Friday and Satur- ciated with a manufacturing con"The Darkness"
Pugh as the Tarlettes upset Miami day, the visting alumni held a cern in Greenfield, O.
Setting the keynote for the sigUniversity freshman, 25 to 6,
series of round-table conferences
Delegates from the various ma Nus and Lambda Chis, who also
West Palm Beach last Friday
in the Woolson House to map out alumni clubs attending the conferdepended on dimly-lit stages for
Bittle, one of the classiest backs an alumni program for thee urrent ence include Miss Jean Densmore, their productions, the K. A.'s opseen here for a long time, broke year. As the result of its cosmo- Boston, Mass.; Miss Edith Stephan ened the second annual dramatics
away for 75 and 54 yard touchdown politan enrollment of students, Rol- and Mrs. Eugene Faubel, Cleve- contest with "The Darkness," an
runs as he reversed his field afte: lins alumni are scattered through- land, O.; Mr. and Mrs. Leslie I. original play by Jess Gregg. Off
seemingly being trapped on th« out Jhe United States, particularly Taylor, Hartford, Conn.; Miss to an indifferent start as the cursidelines and galloped twice un east of the Mississippi, and in only Marita Stueve, New York, N. >Y.; tain arose on a ring-around-thea few of the larger cities have Mrs. A. Clinton Cook, Washington,
touched into pay dirt.
rosie entrance. "The Darkness"
Sammy Pugh, another Baby Tar alumni clubs been closely organi- D. C; Miss Eva Thompson, Phila- went on to keep the audience in
speedster, gathered in a Miami zed. The conference was called, delphia, Pa; Thomas P. Johnson, that particular state of suspense
punt on his 20 yard marker and according to a statement by Mrs. Pittsburgh, Pa.; Mrs. Angela P. which the cliche-coiners
have
broke with antelope heels to the Lehman, to establish new contact Campbell, Atlanta, Ga.; Lloyd S. chosen to label "Breathless."
Miami 40, as blocks by Acree and with alumni and to plan the organi- Towle, Miami; Mrs. John C. Mills,
We liked the whole thing. We
Harris paved the way for the zation of other clubs in an effort Tampa; and Mrs. Joseph Stoner,
St. Petersburg. Delegates from liked Dougie Bills as the son of the
sprinting Sammy, who continued to unite all alumni groups.
Jacksonville, Daytona Beach and mine owner. We liked the cleverly
his 80 yard touchdown jaunt.
The appointment of George W.
staged cave-in scene. Ed Waite
Rollins staged a concerted down Waddell as alumni field secretary Palm Beach are also expected.
has come miles along the footlight
the field march for 60 yards for the will provide a close contact between
W. E. Winderweedle, of Winter trail since last year; he packed
final touchdGfwn, Frazier diving the college and its alumni as his Park, was chairman of the conferover from the one foot line. Pugh duties will consist of personal visits ence and introduced President sincerity and power into the part
had raced 20 yards to that point to all alumni clubs at least once Hamilton Holt as the principal of Mike, the burly leader of the
and received a leg injury, Frazier each year. His work will also be speaker at the luncheon meeting in miners. Manchester was convincreplacing him at halfback to score. concerned with the Rollins Place- the College Commons Saturday af- ingly inarticulate as the Italian
straw-boss and Paul Haley proved
Freddie Caldwell, the Tarlette's ment Service which assists Rollins ternoon.
again it's not the size of the part
star blocking back passed for Rolbut the way you handle it that
lins' sole extra point. The entire
makes for acting success.
Frosh line performed brilliantly
We said we liked the whole thing,
the heavier Miami crew.
but on second thought the musical
interludes weren't too entrancing
FRENCH CLUB MEETS
or mood-productive and to Jess
The first meeting of the French
The theory was that we were all titudes of Wally Schultz, posing Gregg, before we hand him his
Club is scheduled to be held toto meet at Boyd France's house at for a portrait by Jane Balch, and overdue orchids for the fine playnight in the Kappa Kappa Gamma
4:30, to listen to the radio discus- an anonymous person posing for an craftsmanship, we pause to point
lodge at 8:15. Everyone is invited
of Montaigne's esasys, to bi- anonymous artist, proved a little out that his rendition of Foxy, (the
to attend and to join in the fun.
cycle to Woo Island for supper, and disconcerting to the rest of the poltroon!) was a bit on the burPlans will be made for the program
to
return
in time for the Philosophy group.
lesque side. Also, the stage was a
of the coming year. Incidentally,
Finally, we left and on the way bit too dark; it was often difficult
this meeting will not conflict with Symposium.
to the Place for Renting Bicycles to know who was speaking. The
organ vespers.
That was the theory, anyway.
We arrived at the France domi- were entertained by the running- play itself gives further justiboard acrobatics of the interna- fication to those who see in Jess
The Sandspur is in receipt of cile to find the young heir clad tionally-known Tad Cist.
a playwright of tremendous potenmodestly,
if unbecomingly, in a
several letters on the Dramatics
Thither, joyfully pedalling our tialities. It had suspense, surprise,
Contest but must forego publish- bathrobe, the epitome of informalway to Woo Island. Thither, that good dialogue and even a sprinkling them until senders' names ity. One lone, bewildered bicycle
is, except for the inimitable Mac- ing of curses. In short, we left the
are on record with the editor. had propped itself against a tree
Arthurs, both of whom staged sep- theatre feeling there wasn't much
This is a blanket journalistic outside.
arate and equally ineffective en- use putting on our play; the K. A.'s
We
were
supposed
to
be
listenrule, designed to prevent inditrances
several hours late, each had it in the bag!
viduals or groups from anony- ing to the radio while Bob Burns
equipped with the usual lurid Mac"This Daring Generation"
mous attacks to guard newspa- unearthed Helen Darling and some
Arthurian tales.
Barbara Brown and Priscilla
pers against libel suits. Letters
ycles. But someone was talking
Then the eampfire, food, a Parker made a valiant attempt to
can be published with pseudothe 'phone, and the radio was
nyms affixed, but the real iden- turned down so low that they were strange dog, and bugs.
pull through for the Pi Phis and
tity of writers must be known. able to glean only a few choice tidThen homeward amid gales of might have succeeded, if one raera(Continued
on
Page
4)
(Continued on Page 4)
bits. Also, the strangely rigid at-

I Judges Say Calibre
j Of Plays Improved

Alumni Delegates Confer
On Improving Organization

Hurricanes Prove
Full of Wind as
Tar Frosh Win 25-6

Clubbers to Sacrifice Wine, Women and Song
On Altar of Social Success at Nov. 16 Dance
Always on the spot when there's
news story, your trusty reporter
sniffed and snooped quite capably
last week end when he heard rumors that Rodda, Whiston, Chick
and Professor (known to his intimates as "Prof") Steel were taking
a leaf from the old Spartans and
abstaining from wine, women,
song, smoking and hopscotch for
ten days come Michaelmas.
The first report had it that the
Clubbers were out to break their
old tradition on the Miami trip,
which says that no member can retire before 11 P. M., but always
alert to sense the News Behind
the News, we disguised ourselves
as an empty champagne bottle and
hid unnoticed on Whitehead's bar.
Even the clever attempts of a
man they kept referring to quite
openly as "Hoar" to speak in a

Support
Rollins Sandspur
Advertisers

Rollins Intellectuals Prove Versatile; Work
in Cycling with Montaigne, Art, Philosophy
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MACKIE'S LITTLE CAMPUS IS NOW FORMALLY OPEN
Pat Pritchard Takes Drama for Ride as
Apprentice at Band Box Summer Theatre

INTERIOR VIEW OF MACKIE'S NEW SUNDRY SHOP

This summer P a t Pritchard, feel- could ride horseback, thought that
ing very, very ambitious, decided she would make a very attractive
she ' wanted to learn something heroine co-starring with horses in
more about the theatre, a subject
some of the western pictures.
she'd been working on around
school here in her past years. With Luckily for Rollins and sadly for
the encouragement, help and what the horse operas they are carrying
have-you of Deede Hoenig, she on without P a t as a heroine.
got an apprenticeship with the
The result of Pat's hard work
Band Box, a summer theatre
this summer is that she was 1
Suffield, Conn.
only apprentice who received
According to Pat, she worked scholarship at the Band Box for
harder and learned more than a t next summer. This scholarship
any other time in her little life, the result of a vote taken by the
this summer. The Band Box has regular actors of the company,
an eleven-week season, during it is obvious that P a t has soi
which they produce ten plays. Of thing which about fifteen other
the ten plays P a t played in seven. apprentices didn't have.
She made her debut the first night
by failing to be on stage when the
And then of course there's Camp
curtain went up. Where was she? Depression a t the University of
Back-stage, struggling with a North Dakota, a men's dormitory
strapless evening gown, and she made up of seven railroad cabooscontinued the struggle through the es, where 30 self-supporting stuperformance, Ed. Note: Who won,dents cook their own meals and
Aside from having to rehearse get their room in return for four
a week for each play, the appren- hours' work a week. Recently the
tices have to attend classes in camp elected one president (who
speaking, dancing, and singing.
.0 is secretary and treasurer) Above is an interior view of Mackie's new soda and sundry shop, one of Winter Park's
They didn't use text books, but re- d 29 vice presidents.
attractive stores located in the Hall Building.
lied entirely on practice. Yes, they
sort of studied acting in between
A student a t Eastern New Mexitimes. In "No, No. Nannette," P a t
college has applied to Mrs. J.
fitted quite naturally into the part Frank Potts, director of housing,
of a chorous girl, and she was in for knowledge she might havte
the chorus of a "Gay Nineties" about any widow with three or
show, plus just plain acting in a four children who might be susnumber of plays and the lead in ceptible to a proposition of marrithe apprentice's show. With all age. Afraid he might be drafted,
this varied training, she had the the student earnestly requested
good fortune to run into a movie help in lining up enough "emerscout, who, finding out that she gency family" to make him exempt.

Students Welcome

Sundry Shop is Completely
Modernized by New Owner
Former Advertising Expert Enthusiastic Over
Winter Park
Frank D. Mackie of Worcester,
Massachusetts has purchased the
business formerly known as The
Little Campus located a t 538 East
Park Avenue from the Tampa
Drug Company.
The store has been completely
modernized with new fixtures,
fluorescent lighting and Venetian
blinds. I t has been very attractively
decorated in sunny yellow and pastel blue with potted plants in
wrought-iron wall brackets and window boxes to lend and added charm.
The entire stock of merchandise is
brand new and the soda fountain
supplies are fresh from the purveyors.
Frank Mackie comes to Winter
Park with a colorful career in advertising, display and retail merchandising. He has been associated with the large department stores
in Pittsburgh,, Hartford,' Charleston, and Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania. Mr. Mackie was employed
by one of the large advertising
agencies in Atlanta and managed
the Department of Technical Ser-

vice of the Florida Times-Union in
Jacksonville. He created advertfl
ing, display and merchandising
programs for national advertisers
while with the Retail Ledger in
Philadelphia and Drug Topics Publishing Company in New Yor<
City. Before coming to Winter
Park, he was Eastern Representstive of The School Arts Magazine
and had intimate contacts with the
executives of the largest New York
City advertising agencies. He also
created promotional campaigns for
New England's foremost manufacturers. Mr. Mackie has won
several awards for high efficiency
in window display work and hig
work has been represented in the
Direct Mail Association's fifty best
campaigns of the year.
Mr. Mackie has great enthusiasm
for the business outlook of Winter
Park and says, "After investigating the retailing possibilities of
many Florida cities since early
summer, I decided to locate in Winter Park because it appears to offer the greatest opportunities for
future growth and its city government, service clubs and civic organizations are above the average
found in not only Florida cities, but
cities throughout the country."

TOWN & COUNTRY SHOP
Angebilt Hotel BIdg.

Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co.

COME IN AND GET

Incorporated
A FLORIDA INSTITUTION
Specializing in Quality Merchandise Well Lanudered
J. Walter Dickson, Mgr.
69 W. Concord Ave.
Phone 5861
Orlando

YOUR SPECIAL

Phone 8781

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7th
10 A.M. TO 10 P.M.

Congratulations and Best Wishes
from

SCOTT MILL WORK COMPANY
Telephone 153
Sash, Doors, Trim and All Kinds of Cabinet Work
712-714 Orange Avenue
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

We take this opportunity to introduce ourselves and tell you a
brief resume of our ideals. We have been in retailing nearly thirty
years and have the highest regards for prestige and integrity . . . We
will maintain the highest standards of quality and service at our
Fountain, Food Bar and in our Merchandise Departments. We will
try to satisfy your daily needs at lowest prices consistent with goods
of equal quality . . .
We hope it will be convenient for you to visit us and look forward
to many pleasant friendships.

EXCLUSIVELY

We Will Feature
October 25, 1940
Frank D. Mackie,
538 E. Park Ave.,
Winter Park, Florida.
Dear Mr. Mackie:
As mayor of this charming community, it gives me great
pi* isure to welcome you officially to our city.
It is always gratifying indeed, to welcome a new business
with the high standards of quality which you have set and conscientiously intend to maintain. Every community needs more
such business enterprises.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ice Cream
Cones

Elizabeth Arden
Max Factor
Harriett Hubbard Ayer
Elmo Preparations
Evening In Paris
Guerlain
Corday
Lentheric
Lucian Lelong
Old Spice
Coty
Richard Hudnut
Houbigants

Any Flavor

2 for 5c
Any 15c
Sundae
Special

10c
Any 10c
Ice Cream

I sincerely hope you will enjoy a successful business as
well as social career here in Winter Park.
With my heartiest congratulations to you, your family and
the members of your organization, I am,
Respectfully yours,
J. F . Moody, Mayor

MACKIE'S SERVES

Special

Norris Candies
Mrs. Stevens' Candies

5c
Ice Cream
Sodas

Nationally Advertised, Hair, Face,
Eye, Nose Throat and Mouth Preparations, Drug Sundries, and Patent Medicines.

Any Flavor

10c

Won't You

Milkshakes
Large Illuminated Parking Lot
in the Rear for
CURB

4?
^/'V is with the greatest of pleasure
that I announce a new representative for
the Elizabeth Arden Preparations in
Winter Park. You will find at Mackie's
all my famous Essential and Home
Treatment preparations as well as my
exciting new make-ups.
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Any Flavor

10c
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NEWS FROM OUR CAMPUS CORRESPONDENTS
Phi Muvies

H. J. Lee, sophomore end at the
University of Miami. Leo stands
feet three and pass snagging coi
as an art to the former Miami
Edison high school flankman.

Improved Choir Maps
Extensive Itinerary;
Honaas Lauds Group
The Rollins Chapel choir will
have a busier season this year than
any in the past. The ensemble
promises a new high standard in
performance, and is already superior to any previous year. According
to director Honaas, the organization has better balance as well as
an improved tonal quality, with
the tenor section greatly improved.
The first off-campus program
will be in one of Orlando's most
prominent churches, the First Presbyterian, on Sunday, November
24th. On the evening of December
1st at 7:30, the choir is to appear
at the First Methodist Church in
Orlando. They are assured of a
full house, with a seating capacity
of two thousand persons.
The choir will broadcast a se1
of Christmas carols from tht
Knowles Memorial Chapel on December 12th, and the annual Christmas broadcast will take place December 15th.
The First Congregational Church
in St. Petersburg, will hear the
groups on the 26th of January,
and the Bach Festival will tak
place in the Knowles Memorial
Chapel on the 27th and 28th of
February. Other out-of-Town trips
arc being planned, and,will be
nounced when definite arrangements have been made.
A typographical error in the
first edition of The Boston Herald
of August 7, this year, is not only
amusing, but, like Wordsworth 1
"Meanest flower that blows",
can "give thoughts that do often
lie too deep for tears". The Herald,
which is always kindly co-operative
with Boston university, was announcing the graduation exercises
that were to conclude our summer
session. The headline of the news
item evidently intended to say
that Boston university would, on
the following Saturday, award degrees to 200 persons; but the typesetter unwittingly substituted the
letter "Z" for the figue " 2 " , and
thus the headline boldly proclaimed:
'B.U.WILL AWARD DEGREES
TO ZOO'
THOR WASHERS

Bennett Electric
Shop
fho

E. Park Ave.

434

RAY GREENE
— Rollins Alumnus

•

Real Estate Broker
Tel. 400

Park Ave.

ROLLINS PRESS STORE
Christmas Cards with your
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136 E. Park Ave. Winter Park
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Sales and Service
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Kappa Glamma

Hello, again! Since it is about
By Matilda's Cousin
time for the U. S. Presidential elecWell, for a change we don't have
tion to take place, we find that it
to think hard to see if the Kappers
even affects one of our girls—Polly
have done anything this week, and
has had one terrific time trying to
we're mighty proud of what
get her absentee ballot all signed,
sealed and delivered to Minneapolis have to tell about too. The gal
all safe and sound. Jim Farley's this house were about the happiest
P. O. Dept. just doesn't seem to I've ever seen, when they welcomed
want to cooperate, (maybe it's be- that little intra-mural drama trocause she's casting a Willkie vote— phy back home again, — and it
or is she ?) Speaking of presidents, be a coincidence, but blonde follows
we are glad to have Norine back blonde, and history repeats itself,
with us after her recent illness. for our Patty duplicated Deedee's
Also, while we're on the subject of success of last year, and won the
the P.O. Dept., maybe we should medal for the best individual perwarn Mr. Farley that the telephone formance. But darn if Patty isn't
rates between all points north and the most inconsistent person, for
Rollins seem to be reasonable everytime she does something
enough to warrant phone calls from great, she ends up in the infirmary,
them. Our Tri-Delt adopted Phi She's there now nursing a very conMu sister, Fritz Hague had a call trary chronic appendix.
from Minneapolis the night after
We thought the girls really needVerne had one from Gainesvill'
and on election night it seems there ed a rest, so into the
went,
and up the Wekiwa
will be other long long distance
died for the week-end. Returning
calls, either to rejoice or debate
Sunday night, we found Mac, Charover the final winner. Ah
lotte, Sandy, Janie May, Willie
what a life! Thursday night, our
Bebe, and Betty Scott, all sunpledges, Doris, Harriette, Polly,
kissed, and bug bitten, but happy
Jane, Helen, Jean and Irma are to Dominick, who's showing her colbe hostesses to the pledges of all ors as a real little actress, even if
the other sororities. Quite a bevy she's never been on the stage beof the Rollins co-eds are expected. fore, was nowhere to be seen, but
Did you hear that Marelle has fin- I believe Miami was on her mind.
ally decided to make the squares Esso really did her share of celeshe is knitting, into an automobile brating this week, for it wa s
robe, so she can keep warm when Butch's birthday, and she seemed
the winter blasts blow forth, — mighty happy about the whole
not that we doubt that some certain thing. This week-end Pat van
gentleman doesn't have the facili- Schoiack left us to trip the light
ties for doing so. Poor Janie Ruth fantastic at Dartmouth, and don't
is worried because her brother is in think we didn't envy her, either!
the first draft (and I do mean her
Back to campus doings, I'm wonbrother), and has to go away soon. dering if the sorority will still be
Jinny and Barbara spent all day nited until after election for
and "Roosevelt" are
Saturday writing letters, and s'help Willkie"
me, they both feel as if there are heard all over the halls. Rehearsals
3 often broken up when Jane
no more such things to be ever written again. CQ, calling CQ, any- Parks, who really has talent, forbody, help HELP — c'mon and take got her art long enough to speak
over, 'cause I'm off for another for Willkie. But, here's hoping that
best man wins, and until next
week. Psychologically yours!
week, so long.

"X" Club Excerpts
FLASH! Looks like Dick Rodda's
heart no longer belongs to Daddy,
Isn't that right Pauline? Anyway,
it looks like a love set to the cam
pus.
Amark the sleepy-eyed tennis
player is a bit worried about thi
Ballinger Baby Case—it's hard for
him to say good night and mean
it—get it?
Wils—Cue Ball—Whitehead w.
having trouble finding the doo
knob the other night so he just
put his hand through the French
• and went to bed leaving
morbid trail of blood in his wake—
which is due any year now. H.
should get another "Blue Ribbon'
for such a deed.
Bob Whiston, the acme of s a r
torial impeccability, NEVER knew
inside of the chapel was
pleasant before. Now he is having
eleven more tailored suits made so
the preacher will*not see him twice
the same outfit.
George Estes, is certainly getting air-minded—Flies an airplane
all day and takes a little hunk o'
Heaven out at night. Nice work if
you can get it.
Were Affleck, Pompous Jack
Myers and several other Clubbers
embarrassed when Prof. Steel
caught them in the act of studying.
There was a long silence because
both sides were speechless. Prof.
Steel almost fainted from severe
shock while Mannie Brankert promed that it would never happen
Meredith does not lose a little
weight—after all, he does walk to
and from Cloverleaf every morning before breakfast.
Bostonian Jawn Hoar has been
seeing a lot of a very attractive
blonde. He is hoping that they will
:ome to a "complete understandng" very soon—Good Luck Jawn !!
Hives de Chambers, the original
French milk toast is plenty mad.
He has written twelve letters to his
ily in France and has received
but one in reply. He says he's going over- there by chartered blimp
ee just what is causing all the
delay.
Star pledge Green lives up to
his name in more ways than one—
the first place the color gets
I—it always did look good on
Buick convertibles, and then rumor
has it that he is not quite as
"green" as the name implies.
Because of the outcome of the
X-Club-Lambda Chi game, Dick
Rodda lost severe bets, but is not
too down-hearted because he is on

THE SORORITIES
Those Chi O's

Pi Phites

The intramural plays were in
spotlight this week, and we are
very proud of the director, Shirley
Bowstead and the acresses of
play "All's Fair". Toni Hearne and
Jo Caruso tossed clothes and wise
cracks around the stage with quite
professional skill.
Jane Cotton
achieved the blase manner required
by her ultra-sophisticated role
Gloria was so GOODE in hei
comic part that she brought down
the house.

There's a new burst of zeal in
Mayflower since we came out second in the play contest: we've all
decided to do our best toward getting first in the next thing we enter, and the crew and basketball
girls are practicing with redoubled
efforts. Time will tell. We had
a gay time Hallowe'en with Betty's
pied-bed and Hester's lost mattress
which finally turned out to be on
the balcony. The guilty persons
aren't discovered, so that there may
be plenty of action still to come.
Our pampas grass in front of the
fireplace seems to hold a peculiar
attraction for people; it's so fluffy looking, and floats through the
air so nicely when one gives it a
good wave. A couple of people
found that out the other evening,
but they were found out too. We've
discovered that Bundy can do the
rhumba, but it's no news to the K 4
house — just ask Mel and Shorty —
Sun worshippers Smokey and Hazel
went to the beach on Sunday.

Why were Carolyn Huntsman
and Betty Watson blue this Fri
day ? Because Red and Green were
both in West Palm Beach!
Doesn't Gloria Burke wax en
thusiastic at the games? You prob
ably heard her Saturday night
"Come on, Mel! Hooray for Clyde
Yea, Paul!" Well, she has a lot to
yell about!
By now we're used to seeing Ann
Patee and Blackie Pascal togethi
and how about Marnie Osburn and
Hank? They seem to get along
too.
Correction: Pat explains that
her name is R-A-N-D-A-L-L, not
Randell, as it was spelled last week.
We'll remember, Pat.
The Brooks twins' brother, Glenn,
was here from North Carolina this
week-end, and then he and Bebe
Dabbs and Marion went home to St.
Pete. Now we've seen Glenn!
We'd also like to see:
The large bass Betty Hall caught
the other afternoon. Dot Robinson
says she can't believe it.
Shirley Bowstead shaving Paul in
the infirmary.
Marian Russ being fickle. She's
not, and we aren't troublemakers
at heart — but how can you gossip
about a girl like Marian. There
ain't no JUSTICE!

We're outfitting a man for Bundles for Britain; we haven't seen
him — maybe it's just as well. Who
knows?

Gamma Phi Beta

wasn't it, having her come down
here from Cleveland to visit us?
The Pledges? . . . Yes, they're doing every thing . . . How 'bout that
smoothie Sproull getting elected
vice-prexy of her class? Incidently she also plays good basketball
. . . we should have a team this
year. Did I tell you Pledge SecreTerry Dean is in the shell coxing our crew? And our little musical Pixie Nancy Thurman is getting all involved in a quartette or
something almost as exciting, if
I knew more about music I could
tell you about it . . . . I'd better
hang up now, the pledges will be
over here in a minute to help me
get ready for the party we're giving in honor of you actives tonight.
Gee, I hope it will work out as well
as Bert and Randy's Hallowe'en
party. Wasn't that fun! Especially
with "Denny" and "Turtle" here
to play with us
Good bye now,
see you at the party . . . (click).

Alpha Phi
By Lillian Ryan
The first of November! Important in all our lives. Bills, — Election — steadies already forming —
a general settling down to routine
everyday life — Moo-Moo beginning, — and oh, just thousands of
wonderful things. To us, it means
all this and lots more too!
All in one week-end our pledges
gave us a breakfast Sunday morning — uncrisp bacon, unsalted eggs,
warm milk, but never-the-less most
welcome — and two of our alumnae
returned to add zest and spirit to

Brrring . . . ! Hello . . , yes, this
is Toy . . . Oh, hello Janie! . . .
Me take time out and write the
column ? . . . Me ? . . . Well . . . I Miss Edith Stephens, Rollins '36,
sure if you want me to. Let's see, ; from Shaker Heights, in Cleveland,
what have we been doing this | Ohio, who had come down especially
week? . . . . Of course, the play for the alumnae discussions last
Erika and Sue put on for the In- week, joined us in our fireside
breakfast, before leaving for Mitramural competition!
yes, I certainly did enjoy it! . . . ami, Key West and a cruise to NasOh Janie, who was the cute per- sau and Cuba.
Mrs. Alfred Swan, the former
son to whom you introduced me
the other night over at the house? Lynn Leonard, drove up from Mi. . . Uh huh, Alum? . . . kinda nice ami with her husband to attend the

Rollins-Appalachian game, and pay
us all a visit. We were glad to see
Lynn looking so well and happy.
Lillian Ryan's father flew down
from Maxwell Field, Montgomery,
Alabama, Sunday, just to enjoy
dinner with Lillian and her sister.
A 1,000-mile trip just for a dinner
at Rollins!

Theta
By Lady Harriette
Ginny's Sunday was unsuccessful; she left the house at the crack
of dawn, having been booted out of
each of her five victims' rooms.
However, Betz is back from a
QUIET week-end in Tampa, and
we put her to bed with a wreath of
Pat, Peggy, and Ellen are vermillion, but happy, while June and
Connie remain inexplicably silent
and green. What effects have Hetty Myers and Hetty Whitehead on
them, anyway? Russell is, as always, kelly green.
As for Catharine Saunders,
please refer to last week's column.
Grace and Jawn are elusive at
tables for two; and what sunburnsT
News of Janet this week has been
censored.
And where was Betty Lanza
when the lights went out Saturday
night? Carole's dramatic success
of Wednesday makes us extremely
proud. Anne Ballinger has been
in the infirmary all week, but our
scout, Eddy Amark, has kept us
well informed of her progress (and
his). And if Kay Woodward is going steady, we're Bob Davis.
And now that the term is half
over, we must list a few Things
We'd Like to Eliminate from the
Theta Way of Living:
1. "Isn't Murph an angel?"; 2.
Connie's prudery; 3. Janet's muscles; 4. Draft conversation; 5. The
Argentine Way; 6. Tennis racquets;
7. "Aw-Shut-UP"; 8. Misplaced lipstick; 9. Insomnia; 10. Writing this
column!

against those Miami frosh. Knute- ly honorary, for God knows there
son had to stay home because of isn't, never has been, and never
a rather annoying injury.
will be any treasury.On Tuesday nite the good Dean
Enyart visited us and delivered a
On Monday night, we had the few choice, very definite, words to
boy with him that really knows who was forced to make the trip
the assembled inmates. To sum
his gutbucket,—I mean music. Bill home to St. Louis for a medical ex- pleasure of welcoming a new pledge
up what he said in a few words.
hopes to establish a custom of amination. We are glad his gallop- into our group—Lamar Simmons
of Orlando. He and Bob Rosen- Quote—"Quiet"—Unquote.
regular weekend tea dances for
Alan Charles Fast is the proud
the students. Personally I wouldn't ing ticker slowed to a trot so that berg, the latest two additions to
our group, now bring the pledge owner of a new radio-phonograph
mind putting on a coat Sunday he was able to come back.
aft for a dance—provided I can
And now until next week — class up to a total of eight. Be and the time payment plan that
goes with it. Having gobs of dough
careful, actives!
take it off.
A sta la Vista!
We were happy to see that our and fearing that he would foolishThe KA's placed second in the
prize activity of last year—the ly spend it as a wastrel in such
recent play contest.
Intramural Dramatics Contest— places of ill repute as Berger's
The "Green Dream" blew out the
and Halloway's, he quickly rid himside wall of the left rear tire toFriday night was a tough one was so successfully rendered in
By Boob
night. A bunch of us were at the for all the ear-pounders in the the capable hands of Theta Alpha self of it. Now he awaits with joy
Phi. Maybe you noticed that we the first of each month.
On the eve of the election Flos- beach.
Lambda Chi barracks; one by one
Did you know theres an new
sie, Hank and McFoo are doing
We're all glad that Red Harris the boys trickled in from the li- couldn't quite relinquish everything
their best to campaign for Wendell didn't suffer any serious damage brary, Christian Endeavor and W.- that had to do with the production organization on the campus . . .
Willkie. It has been rumored that from a slight concussion received C. T. U. meetings and the Varsity of the Contest—Sigma Phi Omega The Gamma Delta Iotas, no less.
handled the ushering, ticket tak- Very exclusive, and very mysteriif Willkie loses, Flossie is going j in the Miami game. The freshman
and one by one they rent the air ing, etc., on Wednesday, Thursous. We think that Homan is a
to pay bets that would float a did O. K. down there. Grady Ray
with whoops as they saw the Intra- day, and Friday nights of last member but haven't been able to
battleship. Hank has joined the did alright last night also.
mural Dramatics trophy resting on week. We had no difficulty in get- pin him down as yet. Anyway
H. P. League that was formerly
the mantel. Darling, Sedlmayer, ting members of the pledge class what difference does it make . . .
occupied by Bert and Mac. Former
Bryson, Bowes, Tolson and Kelly to handle these minor details—in If it's exclusive he's probably the
members extend to him their sinwere all given resounding "Vivas". fact, Pledge Brewster insisted upon only member in it.
cerest wishes for a happy time.
By Robert Whitebell
(There were some "Bravos!", too.) serving all three nights, much to
House and the Georgia Peach are
Yard is up to his old tricks again
An announcement has been re
getting along fine, and your re- ceived from Max Harrington, clas; and Curry Brady, our lighting ex- our amazement (until we learned —One woman after another . . .
porter will most likely have more of '38, of his graduation from Kelly pert, was handed a beautiful cor- that he was flat broke, but wanted Oh well, good hunting, Dick, and
details next week. Bridge has held Field with a lieutenant's commis- sage of sandspurs. Frank Bowes, to see the plays so badly that ht when you find something really
a very important place in the house sion in the Army Air Corps and of heretofore known as "Cyrano" was would even distribute programs ir fit.: • let i
i it.
during the last week. Members his probable transfer to active duty forthwith re-christened "The Great exchange for the price of admis
There has been much talk of
Profile", and then the happy littl
are even heard talking in their in the South Seas. We all wish h:
throwing
John
Newmark
into the
sleep about the game. Many of the best of luck and hope he will group repaired to Ham's for milkSome of the musically-minded lake some fine cold nite. As far
the boys had visions of great find time to visit us before his toast and a go at Rod McArthur S. P. O.'s apparently created quite
as we have been able to learn it
psyche. Mr. McArthur defended a disturbance in Barze Annex Mom
wealth last Saturday, because they transfer.
is scheduled for next Friday nite.
himself admirably, barricaded be
they believed that they had picked
A gala evening was had by all on hind Kant and a Cheeseburger day night. It seems one of the ac And will be performed by the Gamsure winners on the football pool,
tives was very eager to hear some ma Delta Iotas. Honest John
Friday.
It
was
Butch's
birthday
but as fate would have it no one
which eventually turned out to bt barber-shop harmony; it was sugwould permit no statement to be
won. Grumpy has a new junior and Jack Campbell was awarded John Duffingworth Albert, 16th gested that he and four of the
printed but he promises them that
partner in the person of Grumpy, the medal for individual honors in All of last year's seniors came pledges adjourn to the practice
he won't go in alone . . . Who you
the
Intramural
Dramatics
Contest,
Jr., Grumpy, Sr., has been seen of
back over the weekend, two with rooms at the rear of Barze for the taking with you, Johnny, your
late in quite constant company of the ensuing celebration was in the wives. Swan and Joe Justice look purpose of doing some vocalizing.
roommate ?
form
of
a
champagne
(
?
)
party
a Brooks. Which one? Well, you
happy and married; Bouton just The combination of Lamar Simwhich was heartily enjoyed.
Fagan, (now "Red") Barber, up
looked happy. We hereby wish to mons' lyric tenor and Clayton
Jack Budreau has been bemoantell me.
to his old trices again, wrote
ing the fact that: "his damn thumb acknowledge Bob Mathew's request Grimstead's bass voice (mostly some thirty Chamber of Commerce
that
he
be
left
out
of
the
column
voice)
didn't
go
very
well,
howgets snarled in the shaft of the
organizations thruout the country
clubs." He seems to have over- this week. The 3-in-l PineyWoods- ever. Within ten minutes after they in order to achieve at least two
It's a gay night here. The last come this difficulty, for he took top Rooter is getting modest. The same had. started, a proctor informed letters a week. . . You aint fooling
of the party guests are leaving and honors in the "Bundles for Brit- contractors who formerly got the them that it was time to leave— nobody, Red.
job of bidding on Boyd France's thus ended the first rehearsal of
we're started picking up. The K. A. ain" golf tournament.
Last minute flash—We wish to
n locks are after Don Cram. the S. P. O. Quartet for the year.
party for K. A.'s, dates, and friends
During the past week the time
correct the statement that the
is over. We're going over to the honored name of "Black Jack" has Cram is reported to be undecided However, it is rumored that our Gamma Delta Iotas are an exclugreat
Bach-enthusiast,
"Gabriel"
whether
to
be
a
man
and
just
take
Chapel to initiate Leslie I. Taylor. been shelved with the return to
sive organization. We have heard
local anaesthetic for that haircut Walters, has not given up hope yet; that Dick Cerra received the blackLeslie is a KA by virtue of belong- populartiy of bridge ( ? ) . Nowaand that next Monday, he is going
ing to the original Phi Alpha As- days, around any table of inverted
ball from them and it follows that
to
personally
assist
the
boys
in
sociation along with Ray Green and wastebaskets, may be found "Pro"
perhaps give in a bit and take
if he was even considered that the
Arthur D. Enyart that preceded Budreau giving advice, Campbell ether. Kasten came back from Pen- some strains of the great St. Mat- organization simply can't be exthew Passion.
KA here in Rollins—Going back to ignoring his partner, and "Happy
clusive.
la, where he'd gone to take a
the party, we all had dinner here Jack" Ruth leering hysterically. physical test for the air corps.
And we would like to know just
.ix-thirty and then danced on Conspicuous, however, is the ab- Phearless Phred looked a little
why Cerra finds it necessary to
the outdoors dance floor out back. sence of Charles Rauscher who is
gaunt, said he'd eaten only one
During the last week much of keep a dozen or so canoe paddles
Somebody's date brought some aw- making a bust of Hitler as if the
doughnut since leaving Rollins. little importance has occured in in his room at all times . . . Altho
fully nice records.
noble Herr. Schicklegruber hasn't Chappie Lawton had a date with
you may be in charge of the canr beautiful domicile.
Bill Millner has been rehearsing accomplished that all by his sweet
GIRL last week! And Sammy
First, suckers Langford, Barber, oes, Dick, you don't have a mons newly formed jazz orchestra little self.
Pugh, Ira Yopp, Eddie Acree, Bob
d Newmark were elected to the opoly on them and should allow
this afternoon down at Rec Hall.
In closing for this week we wel- Steinfeldt, Billie Wharton and Jim posts of President, vice-president, other than your friends to obtain
swell and there's a drummer come the return of "Short" Barnes Blalock played plenty of ball and treasury . . . The last absolute- them.
his way to winning other Betz,
the outcome of which has nothing
to do with the Lambda Chi's (He
hopes.)
Well this is Eddie Alloo (as in
(Al-Oh) and since tonight is supposed to be my turn to study—I
shall toddle along to my books—
I certainly am thankful that my
turn will not repeat itself until
another three or four weeks have
passed—when are the final exams
anyway? (Ed. Note: Stop kidding,
Eddie!)
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The People Yes!
After staying well out of the sound and fury of the presidential campaign in these past hectic weeks, we're now
about to set an all-time high for foolishness, on this day of
our Lord, November the third, nineteen hundred and forty,
A. D., by going ahead to prophesy the re-election of Franklin Delano Roosevelt.
Of course, by the time the Sandspur is distributed we'll
probably have all the salient election returns, but it satisfies some perverse streak in our nature to play the part of
the soothsayer.
We carefully avoided editorial comment on the election
campaigns, not because we had no opinions, but because
we think the once-touted power of the press to influence public opinion in national elections was pretty definitely destroyed in the 1936 campaign, when with 90% of the nation's
newspapers plugging for Landon and playing down F. D. R.,
Roosevelt went ahead to sweep the race in an unprecedented
landslide victory.
On the other hand, we'd like to point out the fact t h a t the
Sandspur columns are open at all times to those who have
an axe to grind, and even though we received no pro-Willkie or Pro-Roosevelt material these past few weeks we were
happy to help Jack Liberman get in his bit for Thomas.
It seems to us the fundamental issue of the campaign was
obscured in a cloud of petty issues. I t wasn't a question of
whether Roosevelt had alienated businesss or Willkie was a
Wall-Street plutocrat. Mr. Roosevelt's family and Mr. Willkie's machinations with the utility lobby in the T. V. A., affair
are both outside the pall. Whether or not the president should
have given up raising personal issues in a political campaign
a r e certainly important, as were other unanswerable charges
made by both.
But the pnly really great question remained in the end,
"Who is best fitted to lead America and preserve the essentials of democracy during the nev four y e a r s ? " We're
not prepared to argue the potential abilities of Mr. Willkie
or the past blunders of Mr. Roosevelt. All t h a t we know is
t h a t America and the democracies are being shoved back on
their own goal line and the other team is gathering strength.
Here are the comparative public records of the two men:
WENDELL WILLKIE
High School teacher and student of history. Captain
in the American Expeditionary Forces. Lawyer for
Firestone Rubber Company. Lawy,er: and Later
President of the Commonwealth and Southern Utility Company.
FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT
Lawyer. New York State Senator. Assistant Secretary of the Navy during World War. Vice Presidential Candidate in 1920. Governor of New York State.
(Two Terms). President of the United States,
1933-40.
We think Wendell Willkie is a swell guy. We'd like to have
him as a personal friend, as a football coach, or a fraternity
adviser. We like his wit, his imperturbability, his apparent
sincerity. We think he's a darn clever business man, a good
man to have on your side in a fight.
But a president has to be more than a good business man
or a good administrator. Herbert Hoover was certainly a
good organizer, but he wasn't a good president. A president
has to be a statesman, a politician, a compromiser, an executive, a business man, an artist and a dreamer. He has to be a
triple-crosser, too, so he can keep one step ahead of the double
crossers. Perhaps Mr. Willkie couldn't be as Machiavellian a
character as all that. Mr. Roosevelt's opponents have certainly affirmed his capacities in the field.
Both in these columns and in private we've tried to stay out
of the political wrangles because in the end it isn't the vociferous, haranguing speech-makers or pundits of the press
who determine who shall be president. It's the quiet little
man who brings your morning milk, delivers your bread,
fixes your streets, makes and repairs your autos, drives your
trucks and buses, digs your coal. It's the people, yes those
people who say little but experience much, who elect our chief
executive. And slowly, inexorably, the people move on—past
personalities, past trumped-up issues, past all obstacles, the
waves of little men batter their way into the sunlight.

The Gators Just Won't Play!
Once again the University of Florida has shown the white
feather. For years now, Jack McDowall has been trying to
arrange a game with the Gators, but there's always been some
excuse.
However, when Cody left and Lieb took over the football
coaching duties, there were those who thought that perhaps
now the Gators might have the gumption to schedule the
Tars. But apparently there's j u s t no way at all for the Gainesville gang to get up their courage.
Florida plays the University of Miami and Tampa, and
when it was learned t h a t the Gators were looking for some
more state competition for an open date next year, Rollins
adherents began to brighten up with hope. But instead of
Rollins, it was Stetson University who got the call.
Make your own deductions. Rollins has knocked the stuffing out of Tampa and Stetson for the past several years
and lost to Miami in 1939, only after a hard battle, 14-6. The
Tars have a wide-open, hipper-dipper offense and plenty of
climax runners; they give the fans a fine show. But Florida
isn't having any, thank you. After all, the Gators have to
win one or two games and apparently the McDowallmen look
too tough.
I t may be a question of money, but we doubt it. With the

Quotable Quotes
College students compose the most conservative element in
the country today, but the reason the public doesn't know
it is that it's only the 'crackpot' student who makes headlines." Grinnell college's new president, Dr. Samuel N. Stevens, debunks the notion that collegians are predominantly red.
"No wise person takes exception to a common-sense program of preparedness. The danger confronting us just now is
t h a t those who are whooping it up for war in the alleged defense of democracy will accomplish the destruction of democracy. The best defense of democracy is in the realm of
the moral and spiritual nature. Educational institutions and
churches are now faced with a terrific responsibility. We
must now keep alive the ideals of democracy." Pres. Daniel
L. Marsh of Boston university sounds a warning against
pseudo-patriotism.
"American problems today all lie in the field of education.
We approach significant economic, social and political questions with much of our citizenship illiterate in these fields.
We vote, relying on catchwords and outworn formulas;
capitalizing on group animosities; appealing to passions;
calling names and challenging the motives of those with
whom we disagree. We are seeing how easy it is for whole
peoples to slip down the ladder up which they have climbed
with infinite pain through many centuries. We are discovering how difficult it is to make wise choices. We are embarked on the hard road, the democratic way. If ever we needed civic competence, it is today." Clarence A. Dykstra, president of the University of Wisconsin and recently appointed
national selective service director, points to the vital need
for education.

• Kappas Gain
(Continued from page 1)
of the cast (who shall mercifully go nameless) blown her lines
higher than a kite. The play itself
is a happy choice; Miss Brown
d Miss Parker did nobly by parts
that called for some real histronic
ability and up until the last few
minutes, we thought the Pi Phis
had a real chance in the contest.
Then came the debacle. Barbara
d Priscilla really turned in
swell performances, though.

"Yes, My Darling Daughter", it
was a pleasant and slightly zaney
comedy. But no such thing in this
version. Exactly the opposite! The
fault lies, we believe, in the violent
miscasting of the mother, Ann.
This parent, warm, bewildered and
a little embarressed, supposedly
shares her dilemma with the roaring audience.
Unfortunately Betty Tomlinson,
good actress that she is, misread
the role completely. The mother
became dark as a raven's wing,
and brooded from Stage Left to
Chair, Center, giving the play
tragic and faintly sordid overtones.
Phillippa Herman was poised
and animated, and read the poetry
with her accustomed understanding. Miss Herman is a fine actress,
having improved a great deal since
last year. But I would not swear
to it that comedy is her forte.
Sorry, Alpha Phis.
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Business Course
Attracts Many;
Maser Valuable

completion of the new Orlando stadium this year the question
of seating arrangements is no longer an acute one, even if
the game had to be played here. And it's a dead cinch that the
people in Gainesville would rather see a colorful and powerful
outfit like the Tars play, than the fore prosaic Hatters.
Well, if the Gators want any more state games, they can
still line up St. Petersburg Junior College, but after that,
they'll be face to face with the Tars. Unless, of course, they'd
prefer taking on the Webber College outfit!

(12weeks), $2.50

November 24, 1925, at the post office at Winter Park

Sforts Editor

SANDSPUR

Over 25 per cent of the 105 students in the Upper Division have
chosen economics or business administration as their major subjects this year, according to figures
shown by the Registrar's Office,
while 180 students are enrolled this
fall in business classes.
Enrollment in the department
has grown steadily since 1934
when it was organized as a major
field of study with a full-time
professor. This year, in order to
handle crowded classes, Dr. Clifford Maser was appointed instrucARIZONA STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE (FLAGSTAFF) WAS
tor in business administration to
F!R?T A RETORM SCHOOL .THEN AN INSANE ASVUM. FIN ALLY A COLLEGE/
join Dr. William Melcher in teaching business ' administration subjects. Dr. Maser is instructing
classes in accounting, business English, advertising and business management, while Dr. Melcher is continuing his courses in business orBy Charlotte Stout
ganization, marketing, transportaDon Riddle proposed to student council that a Pep Club be
tion, personnel and accounting. Dr.
formed on the campus to plan new cheers, football rallies, cook
Royal W. France, professor of ecoup songs and generally whip up campus enthusiasm. Our Innomics is also handling courses in
quiring Reporter went out after student opinion. Here's the
business along with his economics
result!
classes, and Dean Arthur D. Enyart
"What would you think of starting a Rollins Pep Club?"
is continuing his course in busiBud Hoover—"Does it include Wheaties t o o ? "
ness finance to round ou the work
John Giantonio—"No, it would be superficial."
of the department in offering the
Betty Muirhead—"I don't think its so good."
same opportunities in Business
Jane Russell—"Right at this point I think it would be wonderful for Education as offered by large unimyself."
versities.
Janie May Stokely—"I don't have any opinions about Pep Clubs, what
The College aims primarily a t
do they d o ? "
Carrow Tolson—"Pep Club? I think it would fit in very well with the giving the business and economics
student
a broad social and cultural
Rollins system."
viewpoint of the operations of the
Wils Whithead—"Sounds like a good idea."
present
economic situation and a
Bob McCorkle—"No. I just don't think it's a good idea. A Pet Club sounds
practical insight into the actual
much better."
Priscilla Parker—"Sorry, I don't think the Rollins spirit would hold operations of business in its major
aspects of production, distribution,
that long."
finance, investment and manageGracia Tuttle—"If enough pepole go out for it, it might be good."
ment. That the instruction in these
Jack Ruth—"Sure!"
Jess Gregg—"I don't think there's enough material a t school to start courses is of high quality is evidenced by the fact that more than
one with."
33% of the alumni of Rollins ColBetty Mackemer—"I wouldn't. You know I don't think."
lege a r e engaged in business pursuits.
WAlLy QUARTET

600,000 FEB OF ADHESIVE TAPE
ARE USED ANNUALLY BY THE ONIV.
OF MINNESOTA ATHLETIC DEPT.
COST- # 1 , 0 0 0 . 9 ° /

HYRUM SMITH AND HIS SONS MARVIN..
DON AMD OLIVER ALL ATTEND BRIGHAW
VOUNG UNIV. OLIVER, A 6RADUATE
STUDENT AND INSTRUCTOR .TEACHES
HIS BROTHERS IN SOME CLASSES/

The Inquiring Reporter

"No Curtain Calls"
The second night of the program
offered the Lambda Chi's cleverly
doctored version of John Rand's
'No Curtain Calls", adding Nazi
color to it, and incidently beating
'Margin For Error" to the draw.
The plot of the play is still a bit
hazy in this reviewers mind, but
By Jack Liberman
the pertinence of its handling gave
One of the most common sights suffering from the pangs of hun
"Journey's End"
it power. Add to this a certain
i the campus these days is a num- ger, as much if not more than oui
speed of direction, and of course,
The third production of the eveber of knitting Co-eds. They are British cousins.
Nance Delivers Sermon On
the acting of Dudley Darling.
ning was the Sigma Nu's presenworking not for themselves or
In pther words, much as I pity
"Discipline of Delayed
tation
of
"Journey's
End".
Another
Mr. D. was by no means a t home
their boy friends, but for some one the homeless of England, which
this part, nor would we suggest production staged in a blacked-out they have never seen and probably condition was caused by Nazi
Revelation"
stage,
we
cared
deeply
for
the
it added to his list of memorable
never will. The logical question bombs, I maintain that our first
characterizations. None the less, stark outlines the two candles esId be, "For whom are they duty is to those Americans who
Sunday morning, November 3, at
there is a certain innate persuav- tablished. After a rather superknitting these clothes?" The ans- because of the depression and fail 9:45, Knowles Memorial Chapel
iveness in any role he undertakes fluous prologue given nicely by
wer you will get is that it is for ure of this and past administrations opened its service with an organ
to hold up any play or any cast like Everett Farnsworth, the play
Bundles for Britain."
to aid them, are living in one r
prelude, "Romanze", by Grieg.
an umbrella frame supports its launched into an excellent pantoNow, "Bundles for Britain" may shacks (often crowding ten or more
The accomplished choir sang as
material. Paradoxically it is this mine by Don Murphy. We enjoyed
element that robbed "No Curtain Japk Ruth's interpretation and >e a worthy cause and there is no people into that one room), existing the processional hymn "All Hail
Calls" of any surprise element. We predict that as soon as he learns doubt that the money gained by from day to day, no one knows how. the Power of Jesus* Name!" As a
simply couldn't imagine The Actor that a single tone of voice does the sale of these sweaters will be They are suffering from pellegra choral interlude they sang "God Be
doing anything underhanded or un- not add to any character delini- used for people who have suffered and malnutrition and yet not ont In My Head." The recessional
scrupulous, even if this life depend- ation, the Sigma Nu's may well and that these same sweaters will word is mentioned in our newspap hymn was "Soldiers of Christ,
ers, only that a couple of mort Arise." Our chapel choir under the
ed on it, and so were prepared for have something there. Jack Camp- keep many a person warm.
bell gave a superb performance as
Under ordinary conditions I bambs dropped on London, making leadership of Professor Honaas is
his siding against the Nazis.
the hysterical soldier. The emotion would heartily endorse this work a few Britains homeless. A t the considered one of the best of the
No one could accuse Carl Sedlwas all there, paralleled by the and in my own way help it, but sight of this many of our more college choirs.
mayer of not being heard. I'm sure
audience's reaction. However, Mr. there is a flaw in it. That flaw is patriotic Americans cry bloody
The student readers for the
the inmates of Stetson were able
Campbell too may learn something the people who will be helped by murder and yet nothing is said
to hear his performance, and if
morning were John Hoar, Jr., who
more about onal quality.
this money are not American. Now about the conditions of our
they didn't I'm sorry for them. The
read the invocation; Robert F .
if there were no Americans who people.
part suited his particular brand of
Whiston, who read the thirteenth
s suffering a s much as these
"None of Them Perfect"
Let's stop worrying so much psalm from the Old Testament;
good looks, and it was only during
"They're None of Them Perfect" Britains, it would be all right. But about Europe and aid our fellow Jean Densmore, who read the sixhis wrath a t curtain-fall, that the
ght
here
in
our
own
United
States
Americans by supporting the Com teenth chapter of John from the
play really came to life. Buddy concluded the evening, presented
Bryson provided several good by the Kappa Alpha Thetas, and of America there are millions of munity Chest, among other worthy New Testament; and Helen Dar, women, and children who are American aid organizations.
laughs, and in his own way, Frank notable because it introduced Ginny
ling, who led the Litany reading.
Bowes did likewise. Carrow Tolson Morgan's expressive, and not a t
Our own Dean Nance delivered
as the Stranger was adequately re- all hard to look a t face, a s well as Hearn was nice, colorful American cutest of the walk-ons. All honor the sermon. "The Discipline of Deher expansive gesturing. Unfortu- girl on colorful set. (Pretty beds, to Director Charlotte Stout. Play
strained and worried.
layed Revelation." Dean Nance exnately Miss Morgan had little sup- pajamas, dressing gowns a r e al- showed great deal of very hard
plained beforehand that he was not
"Make-Up'*
port, and the cast, with the ex- ways good.) Josephine Caruso work.
trying to interfere with politics
ception of Carole Roberston, drag- played the heroine. Gloria Goode
or to make a political speech.
Make-Up" presented by the ged around her feet like a pool of ignored the story, proceeded to
"SCREENS O F SMOKE"
In part he stated that patience
Gamma Phis, created the evenings luke warm pea soup. Miss Robert- steal the show, did it. Jane Cotton
Ambitious Phi Mus attempted to must be practised by all who wish
first belly-full of laughter. I t was son, blessed with a strong voice and got good laughs with rest of cast
not a difficult play nor was there theatrical personality gave the and joined them in carrying dia- do difficult psychological play, to succeed upon the right road.
more than a minimum of direction. phay a kick in the pants everytime logue right through the audience's "Screens of Smoke." Atmosphere
It was light as a cream puff and she bared her fangs and said Meow. hilarity.
of Victorian morality was captured
as delicious; moving as fast as We desperately hope that this
General
Andrews
Subject discussed was of univer- only too well. Emmy Van Gilder
Miss Sue Turner's chewing gum. year's contest has used up all the
was pretty, wayward girl who goes Chapel Speaker
Nov. 10
To this young lady, your reviewer plays about females who sit around sal interest: How to Get Your Man.
into
public
street
smoking
a
cigarbows his head with a certain and talk about husbands and other However, we know no college girls
who say: "Hello, I'm Stephany ette! Helen Tooker: very forthamount of reverence. With good di- kinds of men.
General A. D. Andrews, eminent
rection she has every indication of
Some thing or other. Just arrived. right moralist. Jean Hamaker:
becoming a superb comedienne. If
Confidentially, girls, I always use very mild, but forthright; told of Army Commander, will be the
speaker a t the Armistice Day Serchewing gum becomes popular By General Roderick MacArthur the distant technique."
"things leaping out the dark a t
"ALL'S FAIR"
vice to be held in the Knowles
again, God forbid, it may be due
me." Barbara Bryant: oratorically Memorial Chapel on Sunday, Nov"STAGE DOOR"
to Miss T's jaw-gymnastics. EqualThe third night of plays was
forthright. Polly Prestholdt direct- ember 10. His subject will be "Lest
ly good looking and making the mostly not one of "story", but one
Kappa Kappa Gamma's "Stage ed. Psychological problems were We Forget."
best of her material, was Erika of "message". The audience heard
Door" excerpt was conceded the used to hold audience rather than
General Andrews, wr.o makes his
Heyder, as the love-sodden, cul- some interesting discussions of
best of evening even lacking "story" or showy set. Very diffi- home here in Winter Park, is a
shure-seeking victim of Miss Tur- "Six Techniques to Get Your Man",
"story as excerpts usually do.
prominent lawyer and soldier.
cult.
"The Perils of an Unemployed Ac- Patty Pritchard h a s come a long
r's delightful villainry.
Who's Who I n America", lists
tress", and "Should we Teach our way since last year, gave truly inamong honors awarded to him for
"Yes, My Darling Daughter"
Children that Marriage is Evil, spired performance, for which she
World W a r service in France, the
This reviewer felt su6h keen and Drive them to Smoke?" Each received the individual acting
Distinguished Service Medal. He
disappointment in the Alpha Phi's discussion tried to be more subtle award. Jane Park's eyes flashed
(Continued from page 1)
Commander of the Legion of
version of "Yes, My Darling than the last.
idealistically. Jeanne Dominick was
Honor of France, and ;he Order of
Daughter" that it was hard to conThe Chi Omega "All's Fair", girl very nonchalant in pajamas. Bebe mounting hysteria, with only a few
Crown of Belguia and Italy.
centrate on the playing. Well, dormitory story, was nicely handl- Wing, Nancy Ragan, Janie May
enigmas unsolved,
particularly: Last year General Andrews pubplaying" is a rather hilarious ed, showed thought; a credit to di- Stokely, B. Little were all pretty.
"What happened to the bicycle of lished his book "My Friend and
ver-statement. As we remember rector Shirley Bowstead. Allison Jackie Miller with baby talk made
General Roderick?"
Classmate, John J. Pershing."

Why "Bundles for Britain?"

• Rollins Intellectuals

Chapel Service Sunday
Has Varied Program
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Lambda Chis Hold
\LONGthe Alloo Clips Mulloy, 6-4;
[! SIDELINES Charity Matches Sunday Superiority Over
ifl

By Ted P i t m a n

hose who witnessed the Apal^L lian game the other night
i to unusual double interception. On
i
first play after the kickoff.
lins threw a pass which was
15
-rcepted by an Appalachian
lc
'tj k who found himself hemmed
iy Rollins men and attempted to
sh :ral to a teammate but his pass
L j in turn intercepted by an alert
t
>, and Rollins made a net gain
a
^Bome fifteen yards.
sub.

*

*

*

ite 'he rugged m o u n t a i n e e r s suffice e( l a s e v e r e l o s s o n t n e fifth
(j/ y of the game when their Little
-American center was carried
Qen,m the game with a torn carItol.ge in his knee which will prob_• v mean the end of football for
Vthisyear; # ^
vjrhe beloved "Daddy" of Rollins
l| tball, Dean Enyart, was heard
say of the Frosh-Miami tilt that
j* vas the best football game that
had ever seen, which is saying
tub- .
ng

'Llthough the frosh backfield
*"' eived all the credit in the papers
' the scores it might be well to
0r
' e that for the second time in as
** ny weeks the Baby Tar line
'• [hed a favored and heavier line
* over the field. Our verbal hats
'n off to Red Harris, Tram Whitics
Ed Acree, Ronnie Green, Ira
lrt
jp, Bill Wharton, Gus Kouloris,
iiph Chilsholm and the rest of the
rt t starting, hard hitting Tarlette
lie :>

0I1

ss

*

'• V> t u r n

it
8

il
e
a
j

*

to the

*
Adams

Amphi-

atre we find that the Lambda
*s have emerged as odds on
orites to continue their season
.efeated by their descisive vicf over the well balanced X Club
:n.
* * *

r ;UR ORCHIDS OF THE WEEK
, to Dick "Rabit" Curry for his
• ,-ationai seventy yard reversed
1
i touchdown romp in the closing
:utes of Saturday night's game.

Editor's Mailbag*
November 1, 1940
tor of The Sandspur
lins College
.
iter Park, Florida.
jr Sir:efore the first half of Intra.al Touch Football is completed
lould like to take this opportun:
tf expressing my appreciation to
Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity
taking the trouble and pride of
earing at each contest in unin; it looks very nice and I hearcongratulate the team upon its
t appearance.
'ur Intramural Program at Rolhas reached a very high level
>erformance, interest . . . sportslship. The last remaining move
yard is appearance and Lambda
Alpha has now taken this step;
ope that the other fraternities
see fit to do the same,
.gain congratulations.
Very truly yours,
Thurston Adams

I
CASUAL
Ji MOCCASINS

«•
^
Norwegian Style
»• These are the authentic
glials made in real mocca»a construction,
i
"The popular leisure moc-

Amark, Alloo, Betz and Apgar
To Meet at Orlando for
"Bundles for Britain"
Rollins pint-sized human dynamite with the racket, Eddie Alloo
once again served notice Sunday
on the "powers that be" in the
Tennis World that he is on tht
way up, when he beat the country's
eighth ranking star, Gardner Mulloy in a thrilling exhibition match
The match was held in conjunction with a meeting in Orlando of
the Florida Lawn Tennis Association which met in order to determine the dates for the matches to
be held this winter in the South.
Eddie, staging an uphill fight,
came from behind after being down
4-2 to thrill the crowded gallery
with his amazing 6-4 win. The
crowd wanted sensational tennis
d they got it. Out-stroked at first
by the bigger player, Alloo recovered and in a great exhibition
of an all-court game, wore down
his superior opponent.
In the other match of the afternoon, Rollins' double—A team of
mark and Alloo downed Muld Burtz Bullweir in a last ditch
fight 9-7. This match was decided
by the terrific volleying of the
Rollins boys and their severe overhead shots.
was disclosed (exclusively to
the Sandspur) that the dates for
the big matches of the Winter Circuit in which the Rollins boys will
enter are: Dec. 28-Jan. 1 at the
Sugar Bowl in New Orleans; Jan.
27-Feb. 2, West Palm Beach; Feb.
Fort Lauderdale; Feb. 10-16,
Daytona; Feb. 17-23, Miami Beach;
Feb. 29-Mar. 3, Pensacola; Mar. 3-9.

Rollins will give central Florida
lother glimpse of grade A Tennis
next Sunday on the courts of the
Orlando Tennis Club, when the
three Tar tennis titans: Amark,
Alloo and Betz, match strokes for
the "Bundles For Britain" Charity
fund.
Pauline Betz, fourth ranking
womans' player, will play against
Rollins' tennis coach, Gordon
ar. This will be the local tennis
fan's first chance to see the lovely
California star in action.
Eddie Alloo, rated number fifteen among the nation's men, wili
tackle his team-mate Ed Amark,
rated as one of the best doubles
player in the country. Both of these
matches will be limited to three
sets.
In the final match of the afternoon Coach Apgar will pair with
Alloo against Betz and Amark
what should prove the outstanding
match of the afternoon.

"The Bigger They Are, the Harder They Fall" is apparently one of
the favorite axioms of the Rollins
Tars who creamed a mammoth
bunch of Appalachian Mountaineers Saturday night at Tinker
Field, 30-0. The McDowallmen
drove to an early 18-0 lead, and
then coasted in on two dazzling
runs by sophomore Dick Curry, one
a 71-yard masterpiece of heady
running.
The visitors certainly lived up-to
pre-game dope as far as size was
concerned, but their touted defense
never became apparent as the Tar
backs whirled, spun and passed the
big boys dizzy. The losers gave
ground grudgingly but there was
no denying the implacable advance
of the Tars, who completely befuddled the Mountaineers with their
hidden-ball wizardry.
Offensively, the visitors were a
sorry outfit as the Tar line and
backers-up sifted and crashed to
throw the Mountaineer backs for
loss after loss and the alert secondary broke up the occasional
passing thrusts with ease. They
handled the ball sloppily and the
first period march of the Tars
might easily have been halted had
the Teachers' backs been able to
hold on to two passes which were
thrown right in their hands.
Bethea culminated a steady drive
by crashing over for the first
touchdown.
The second score came quickly on
the heels of the first, as Bethea

for the third marker, as Justice
drove hard to spearhead the drive
after Brady recovered the bobble on
the 34 yard line. At the end of the
first half the Tars led, 18-0, and the
visitors had chalked up one first
down.
The third quarter was comparatively uninteresting as the Tars
tried to move from a kick formation and were smeared repeatedly
by the Teachers' tackles and ends.
The Rollins blockers were running
past the defensive linesmen, who
checked momentarily, then drove in
to make the tackle.
In the final period, Dick Curry
enlivened things somewhat with his
two touchdown jaunts, and Appalachian did manage to get a man
across the Tar goal line on a long
pass, but Grady Ray was clipped on
the play and the ball came back to
the 21, the closest the visitors ever
got. The game ended shortly after
(Continued on Page 6)
FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY!
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ON YOUR OLD OBSOLETE
PORTABLE TYPEWRITER

COME IN

O'BRIEN'S PHARMACY
Prescription Druggist

Fountain Service

Opposite Colony Theatre

Phone 402

Your nearest Drug Store

CALL

Orlando Typewriter
Exchange

FREE DELIVERY

Papers, Ribbons, Carbons
for typing

DID YOU KNOW THAT
YOU CAN SAVE

208 E. Park Ave.

Sheaffer Pens and Pencils
L. C. Smith and Corona
Typewriters
Desks and Office Chairs

Lohr-Lea Shop

O'Neal-Branch Co.
39-43 E. Pine St.
Phone 3051
Orlando

at our cash and carry office.
Conveniently located for your
convenience
Complete Laundry Service
CERTIFIED DRYCLEANERS
Pressing While You Wait

FEATURES

SMART, LONG-SLEEVED BLOUSES,
McMULLEN CLASSICS,

Sweaters

DICK POWELL in

Winter Park Branch

Skirts

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
308 E. Park Avenue
Opposite Hamilton Hotel

Accessories

"CHRISTMAS IN JULY"
and Doug. Fairbanks, Jr.
"Angels Over Broadway"
Sat. Only: Adm. 28c

PJOE E. BROWN in
"SO YOU WON'T TALK"
and GENE AUTRY in
"Ride, Tenderfoot, Ride"
39c Mats. — 44c Nights
SUNDAY and MONDAY !
KFTER I MARRY YOUR w i r YOU MUST COME TO SEE US
SOMETIME . . . FOR l»UGHS!

|
Look Your
Best for the
Coming Dances
ACCESSORIES
YOU'LL NEED:
Collar-attached shirt with
pleated front, pointed
collar, $3
Ties — black, blue, green,
maroon and white, $1.00
Boutonniere — blue, green,
maroon, white, 50c
Hose — black with white
clocks, 35c to $1 a pair
Linen Handkerchies,
35c to $1.00
Studs — set of three, 50c
Links — pair, 50c
Sets of Studs and Links,
$1 to $10

leather

e, double stitched.

$5.00
• •OMEN'S — Same con-

. f tion at

$3.95

'. the corner, downtown

The first half of the Intramural
touch football season is all but
over and the Lambda Chis are still
on top. They sewed up the lead this
past week when they took the Independents over the rollers, 26-0.
The undefeated defending champs
have rolled up an impressive record
so far, scoring 137 points to their
opponent's 7.
Once again little Eddie Weinberg was the star for the fraternity
Jack McDowall, foxy coach of the
boys, running or passing on almost Tars, is hoping to see the Miami
every play. He scored two of the Hurricanes slowed to a zephyr Fritouchdowns himself, Reedy Talton day night.
on nice runs. Dick Kelly, who generally does most of the possing,
took sort of a holiday and did not
Today is
Wednesday,
pass once. It wasn't really necessary. Jay Leslie again led the InNo Nude Models
Yet
dependents in their futile attempt
to stop the Lambda Chi.
The studio Ciub will meet tomorrow night. Today is Wednesday.
In the second game of the after- The migration will be in the gennoon, the K. A.s almost sprang an eral direction of the Art Studio,
upset when they held the more where Virginia MacArthur, Sally
touted Phi Delts to a 6-0 score Hammond, and Boyd France will
and in the closing moments of the host and butle, providing all esgame almost scored the tying sential materials. As usual, there
touchdown, being stopped on the will be a model. Refreshments will
one-half foot line.
be ordered upon receipt of cash,
The Phi Delts scored via the but it is not compulsory that everypassing route when Myers passed
one eat. There will be no admission
to Ferguson, who went on for a
total gain of some fifty yards. The charge and no dues. Those who
K. A.s stopped all further marches can't draw a straight line" will
of the winners and behind the be introduced to Bob Burns, who
splendid running of Wah Siddall can't either. All human beings (we
threatened time and time again reserve our definition) are invited
(Continued on Page 6)
to attend.

We cater to Rollins . . . .

Thurs. - Fri., Nov. 7-8

,t 1 grain luggage cowhide,

L C. BAKER

E. Park Av

Tars Cream Bewildered Moun- broke to the right in the end zone
tain Boys as Bethea Chalks and took Brankert's rifle-pass for
Up Two More Touchdowns the tally. A fumble paved the way

Undefealeff In First Half of
Touch Fotoball Season

SILK FROCKS

MEN'S — a light brown
outdoor

QUALITY FOODS
Phone 520

Rival Fraternities

IN THE NEW FALL SHADES

re to stay.

an

HOUGH'S
Food Shop

Church St.
Day Phone 75
Night Phone 319W

mpuses; a style that is

1

The strains of the "Emperor
Waltz", "The Blue Danube" and
"Tales from the Vienna Woods"
will float across campus tonight
from the Woman's Club, where the
Rollins Class in Ballroom Dancing
will be busily engaged in mastering the arts and graces of the
real Viennese Waltz. No dance was
ever more glamorous than the
waltz, and its not difficult to
learn, so anyone who wants a thrill
must drop in and be "waltzed
around" to the music written especially for it.
There'll be more Conga tonite
too, for the benefit of those who
just can't get enough, and also
the regular "clinic" for people who
want to improve their ordinary
dancing. The enthusiasm exhibited
by last Wednesday's class was so
vociferous that the eager pupils
almost had to be thrown out when
the time came to close up.
Everyone is invited to join in
the fun, so come tonight and learn
to be a good dancer under the
sympathetic tutelage of the class
instructors, Marcelle Hammond
and Jenelle Wilhite.

Andy's Garage

sin on leading university

f'h

Waltzing and More
Congas on Docket
For Dance School

Curry's Runs Feature 30-0
Victory Over Applachian

Men's Fashion Corner
Street Floor
Tues. - Wed., Nov. 12th-13th

"LADDIE"
and - "HULLABOO"

YOWELL-DREW'S

Meet the Most Popular Boy
in Town

E

VERYBODY has'taken a new interest in Bill Blake
since he became a pilot. He's the subject of many excited conversations. He's on the receiving end of pretty,
admiring glances. He has his pick of the town's most
attractive "dates." He's a somebody!
And that is exactly as it should be. Flying is the
glamour sport of the day. And fliers enjoy the distinction and satisfaction that only this thrilling sport can
provide!^
*~
. __,
.Do you realize how'easy it is to become a pilot? You
don't have to be a superman—all you need is average
health and good sense. You don't have to be a millionaire
—a surprisingly few dollars will pay for your instruction. And you don't have to be a man of leisure—an hour
or two a week will soon earn you your license!
So why let the other fellows steal the limelight? Learn
to fly and watch the girls flock around!

Florida Aero and Supply Co.
CANNON-MILLS AIRPORT
"Orlando's Private Flying Center"

wmmmmmmmwm.

K

Corduroy
Reversible
Coats
Expertly tailored reversible
coat . . . corduroy swagger
on one side . . . in reverse, a
smart rain coat! Royal,
green, red. Sizes 12 - 20.
Some
have
detachable
hods.

$y.95
Budget Shop—Fourth Floor

Dickson-Ives
The Woman's Store

SIX

• Curry's Runs
(Continued from page 5)

ROLLINS
SANDSPUR
• Lambda Chi's Hold | Music Lovers Get General is Hostile
Break; Dyer Memorial
(Continued from Page 5)
Open Longer Now To the Perfunctory,

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 6, Ity

mentioned bethat scare, but not before Curry only to be stopped
Brady had broken through to throw fore on the very oal line. Bob Th nusic listening hours at the
Myers took Johnny Fleeger's job' Dy> Memorial will be longer this
a visiting back for a huge loss.
Both Jones and Justice drove as passer for the Phi Delts and did [ yea than ever before, and there
a good job of it. House, with his is to be a special listening time
hard from their spinner-back posts,
running, also starred. Siddall, as every Sunday evening from seven
By R. Burns
and Grady Ray, filling Sammy
always, stood head and shoulders o'clock until nine-thirty. The Sunly evening in Woolson
Hardman's shoes, played a bang-up
above the rest of his K. A. team. day evening programs will be un- House the humanitarian, General
game from start to finish. Manny I
der the supervision of special con- MacArthur addressed a friendly
Brankert, usually seen at the blockThe previous Wednesday saw the servatory students who will play circle on "Coercion," or "Persuaing back post, moved into a wing- .,_.
, . „ ...
, ,.,
„ ,
., X Club, runner-ups so far, swamp the records. These will be planned sion as opposed to not persuasion"
old reliable in advance so that a program will Long a trenchant one among us.
back position and did well by it. , u _ ^ ' A „ M27-0.« The
V „.,_
Bethea, now high scorer for the combination of Rodda and Meyers contain a particular type of music, the godhead of broadly distributed
Tars was a consistent ground gain- accounted for two of the scores, such as symphonies, opera select- mannerisms, and the embodiment
ions, or chamber music, and there of an implied morality on which
er, and Paul Meredith booted his Myers being on the receiving
will be notes on the music to be many have pondered, MacArthur,
kickoffs with his usual vigor, al- both times. Myers featured in
ever the champion of liberty withthough the Tar conversion attempt; other two touchdowns, tossing played.
passes to Whiston in both cases.
The hours during the week are out license, explained and defended
were all missed Saturday night.
All the three players mentioned to be longer also: on Mondays and the ethical pattern which has guidThe whole line came through
again nobly, with Johnny Gian- were, as always, outstanding for Tuesdays from four to six, Wed- ed him through so many trials.
tonio, Mel Clanton and June Lin- the Clubbers with Siddall again nesdays and Saturdays two to six,
Flickering whimsically, he progerfelt performing brilliantly. Phi- the leader of what little attack the and on Thursdays and Fridays
ceeded against compulsory military
lips and Knowles (and later Brady) K. A.s had.
from two-forty-five to six. During
training, which is evil by definition.
threw back everything that came
these periods, music is played by
Compulsion is always bad because
their way, and guards Grundler,
A special word should be said request. A special time can be arBryson, Darnold and Lawton gave about one of our star tennis play- ranged for any evening the build- the threat principle offers a choice
In the opinion of the followers of the Rollins Tars, Joe Knowles of Leesburg and June Lingerfelt of
of alternative evils. Persuasion, oi
the visitors plenty to remember ers, Eddie Amark. Ed is ai
Asheville, N. C, form one of the best flank combinations in the state... Lingerfelt was an All-Florida end
ing is not in use; this must be done
the other hand, is good, for the re
them by.
Clubber and does not generally through the conservatory office,
last year and is even better this year. He hasn't dropped a pass this season. Knowles is a consistently fine
ward principle offers expanded op
go in for the rougher sport of and in order to be sure to have the
defensive end as well as a great offensive back.
portunities of self-realization, or a
football, prefering to say on
building, arrangements should be
the worst, continuation of the s t a t
feet on the tennis court, but for made two or three days in advance.
quo. Here France rebelled and
the honor of the fraternity, he All students and the general pubreasoned with the fellow, "Influhitched up his beautiful white lic are welcome.
ence is influence no matter how you
trousers and trudged on the field.
With the opening of the girls' who may be the third forward. On the Kappa machine, for she play
wheedle a man or play on his nerLaunderers • Drycleaners He wasn't in their long, but he
system." Then Cram, merci- intramural basketball season less the defense, Lolly Phillips is th at guard or forward as needed.
fought all the way and after SidThe outstanding cagers who wi!
although mercy is a quality, than a week away, the intensity of bane of any opponent forward'
202 E. PARK AVE.
dall had slashed off tackle for six
existence; and she will be depend- try to keep up the Phi Mu per
"Suppression may realize a man competition promises
yards, in rushed Ed. and placed a
ably assisted by scrappy Barbara centage are Norine Farr and Ijai
than encouragement," and most years. Of the seven teams
i hand on Wah and said, "Sorry,
bara Bryant. Norine's continue
Rodda demonstrated that a man, as tered, none are to be taken lightly, Brock.
old fellow, but this is as far as you
The Gamma Phis also have a bal- improvement is a problem for op
definite
a latent angel, might cast a rail- w h i l e five manifest
may go." Our hats off to a valiant
anced
team
in
their
stronghold,
posing
teams to cope with. Sh
strength.
No
matter
which
troupi
road flare in the air without necesfighter, Eddie Amark.
s it is certain to have six stiff Betty Stevens and Carolyn Lewis and Barbara need only reasonabl
sarily realixing much socially, alfurnish the spark with Roberta support from the rest of their taei
tussles ahead.
though he might.
Schlegel and Toy Skinner hitting to make a creditable showing.
REMEMBER
. . . .
Professor Steel, who said, "An
The Chi Omega team, as shown hard and untiringly to shatter eneThe most difficult team to est
optional law is no law," will be
Let us develope your films
practice so far, is unbalanced. my scoring aspirations.
mate is the Independent one. A
symposiarch this Sunday evening,
They have an exceptionally strong
The Kappa Alpha Theta entry usual, organisational difficulties
and your acquaintance
November 10.
forward combination in tall Alli- led by Bobby Betz in playing abili- prevail which create much un
son Hearne, and spitfires Gloria ty, and Jane Russell in spirit is an certainty. They have four indi
Burkke and Shirley Bowstead. obstacle for all opponents to over- vidually good players of last yea:
Their biggest headache is in filling come. Already their organization in Elsa Jensen, Sally McCaslin
the guard zone with a defense is smoother than the others. As Doris Hogan, and Dot Hugli. Unti
"YOUR ORLANDO HORSESHOE"
strong enought to take full advan- time wears on and its value is they practice together with the res'
1309 Orange Ave.
Phone 2-1515
tage of their strength in the shoot- reflected in improving play, the of their players their real powei
Plenty of Parking Space
ing end of the floor. When a bal- possibility of the basketball sup is impossible to judge. New mem
ance is achieved the Chi Omegas remaining in Cross Hall for an- bers of the Independent squa<
r year becomes stronger.
who exhibit ability are Doris Cohen
will present a threatening front.
lie Kappas drew a prize in Claire Gibeault, Mary Wright, an(
The Pi Phi team, on the other
pledge
Janie
Mae
Stokely
who
is
Jane
Haggerty. The biggest ad
hand, looks well-balanced and is
clicking consistently for pre-season the pep fountain of the Pugsley vantage they possess at the mo
Hall team. Janie a t forward will ment is flexibility in filling
form. Bounding Hester Sturgis and
be supported by Betty Mackemer. tions as Sally and Dot play botl
Betty Knowlton can adequately

AgainstCompulsion

Coeds Drill as Basketball Race Nears

AMERICAN
Phone 49

BOWSTEAD'S CAMERA SHOP

John Giantonio and Mel Clanton
Campus Agents

Orange Laundry
AND ACME CLEANERS
"Clean Clothes Craftsmen"

hold down the offense no matter

MILDER
COOLER, BETTER TASTE
4&

>v
Here's a whole new
. tw»
dress setup specially jelled
^ e<>
for al 1 you bright young things who have
clamored for home-made jams and jellies most of
^ * * ' your lives. Mouth-watering cherries chasing each other
around the hemline of a sweet Deanna Durbin wool. 14.95
Plump grapes embossed in velveteen for a "vintage" look. 19.95
Wild strawberries to heighten the "pluck me" air of a formal. 22.95

Frances Slater
San Juan BIdg.

VARSITY
PHONE 89

I h e r e a r e t h r e e t o u c h d o w n s in e v e r y
p a c k of Chesterfields for s m o k e r s l i k e y o u r self. T h e first is a C O O L E R s m o k e . . . t h e
second s c o r e for Chesterfield is B E T T E R T A S T E
. . . a n d t h e third a n d w i n n i n g s c o r e for any
s m o k e r is Chesterfield's R E A L M I L D N E S S .
The reason Chesterfields satisfy is in their right combination of the finest tobaccos grown... the perfect blend
that you'llfindinno other cigarette. They really Satisfy.

FREE DELIVERY

MAKE

Orlando
C«PTri!-t 1540, LKcirt a Mtni Toticco Co.

YOUR NEXT PACK CHESTERFIELD

7fm ecutthttfa3et&i CtywdM

